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What’s in a Name?
By Reniyah Wolf
Messenger for the Archangel Metatron

From the New Testament of the Holy Bible, New International Version, Book of John, Chapter 1, verse 1:
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.

Creation, as we know it and experience it, exists on the waves of sound vibration – in other words
“Words.” The Word” as above, is the sound vibration which forms light and sustains and permeates the
reality we experience together. Each part of creation, from the incomprehensibly small subatomic
particle to the incredibly vast universe has a Name, a defining wavelength and energetic resonance
which differentiates it from all other parts of Creation. A “wavelength” defines and gives form to an
image in the Mind of God. The “Word” is the vehicle to which gives a thoughtform a tangible,
experiential reality, separating that one thoughtform from the realm of the unmanifest and bringing it
into its own unique manifestation. We, as part of God, also have the ability to use the Word, A “name,”
such as the “names” we identify ourselves with, or give to other parts of the greater creation with which
we co-exist, defines a particular thoughtform’s wavelength by collective agreement. For instance, when I
write or say the word “giraffe,” a consistent picture of a certain animal will come to mind. When I write
or say the word “demon”, another consistent picture will come to mind, according to the thoughtforms
that humans have attached to the word “demon” over the passage of time and generations.
We are also well aware of how our names, given at birth and sometimes changed by marriage or
personal choice, can affect our state of mind and emotions, as well as our social interactions. Children
who are given very uncommon names often suffer in life. Children who are “called names” throughout
childhood grow up to identify themselves with those derogatory names. Often our given names define
us in ways we don’t really care to be defined and attach us to thoughtforms we would rather not be
attached to. On the other hand, familial names which are passed down through the generations can be a
source of pride. When a family name is passed down through subsequent generations, the younger
recipients of that name take on the wavelength of the ancestors who also bore it. Whether or not a
woman chooses to take the name of her husband upon marriage, combine his name with hers, or to
keep her maiden name, will also be an act of self-definition. People may take, or are given spiritual
names upon entering into a specific order or practice. The taking of a spiritual name also changes our
wavelength. It says to the cosmos “We are not the same as we were before.” In some initiatory orders,
one is required to change his/her name upon reaching a certain level. This is symbolic of the complete
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dissolution of the ego and essentially being “born anew.” When we change our names, we change our
wavelength, our identifier in the general scheme of creation, our “cosmic barcode”.
But what about the “Word” that is God? What about the incomprehensibly intricate system of Names
that defines our universe and holds each component, microscopic and macroscopic, in place? What
about the Sacred Names that define Divine thoughtforms and templates and are our connection with
our own Divine aspects? We humans have never been left alone completely to our own devices as we
have walked in the darkness of duality. The Sacred Names, representing the highest aspects of Divinity,
have been given to every generation of humanity by Divine Messengers, throughout history, throughout
the world, contained in the written and spoken words of the sacred languages. The archetypical
qualities/energies of the aspects of the Divine Mother and the Divine Father are activated as humans
invoke the Sacred Names of God and Goddess, or of the vast angelic energies which support and sustain
the very existence of our universe. The practice of speaking, chanting, singing or writing the Sacred
Names goes back to time immemorial and every culture that has existed. These Sacred Names, in
various languages and cultures, invoke the Divine thoughtforms of the aspects of God-Goddess which
they represent.
You, the reader, may have adopted a spiritual name containing the Sacred Name of an aspect of God or
Goddess that you wish to call forth within yourself – such as Isis, Quan Yin, Ganesh, Thoth, etc. The
Sacred Names, whether they are contained within the five sacred languages, or imbued with power
because of use by many generations of the faithful, contain great power. Incidentally, archetypes from
the other end of the spectrum, demons, fallen angels and such are also invoked by their names.
Someone who chose to be identified by “Satan” or “Beelzebub,” for instance would invoke
thoughtforms and energies attached to those names. In the practice of magic, it is possible to create an
actual elemental entity to do one’s bidding from a thoughtform by “naming” it and then invoking it. This
is not a practice I would recommend. Groups of people, unbeknownst to themselves, also create
elemental entities by focusing their thoughts and emotions of fear into a name. “Satan” is one such
prominent example of this – he is a very real elemental being created and sustained for millennia by
those who have feared him. Elemental beings created in such a manner really have no home in heaven
or earth, and will control and terrorize humans who are ignorant of their real nature.
Do you think it is likely that the highest aspects of Divinity, be they God, Goddess, ascended masters or
angelic forces whom we have called upon throughout countless generations, whose Sacred Names are
written in our hearts, in our sacred languages and in our morphogenetic grids are suddenly going to
change their names or add to them? What do you think would happen if they did that? What if Mother
Mary appeared to thousands of Catholics and said “My name is no longer Mary, but Suzi-Q.”? How do
you think they would feel saying “Hail Suzi-Q, the Lord is with Thee, blessed art Thou among women.”?
It loses something, doesn’t it? How about Archangel Michael? What if he all of a sudden said “Ok folks,
my name is now Archangel Harry? When you then call forth the energies of Archangel Harry to protect
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you and empower you, how does that feel? Can you envision Archangel Harry holding the Flaming
Sword of Truth?
What happens when you invoke the energies of a “new name” for a timeless, eternal being? You are
effectively cut off from accessing that being’s energies. The “new name” isn’t in the programming for
this present reality. You are, then, actively contributing to the co-creation of a new, corrupt
thoughtform or invoking and strengthening the energies of unknown beings that you may really not
actually want to invoke. It’s a very clever plan, getting a lot of people to invoke unknown and dubious
entities into the Earth plane because essentially they will believe anything they are told. Does anybody
know where these new names actually come from and what energies they invoke? Does anyone ask why
the higher beings are not themselves, through their own chosen, undeniably pure channels, announcing
their own name changes and additions if such would actually be the case?
The greater Divine Aspects of God-Goddess which hold our universe in form and continuity are not likely
to change the Names we know them by. These are the Names they themselves have given us, in all our
languages, coded into our grids. When the name changes, the wavelength and signature resonances
also change. In the case of these great cosmic beings, that would mean that our whole reality, the
history, evolution and culture of the human race and planet Earth would radically change, or perhaps
even cease to exist. This occurrence is not possible within the cosmic laws of physics. Beware of false
prophets who tell you that vast angelic beings or ascended masters have changed their names, or added
to their names. An addition to the name of a higher being will also alter the signature resonance so that
the same energies are not being invoked. You may get into more than you bargained for, as not all
invoked energies/entities have your best interest in mind.
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